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Introduction

What Is Reading?
Reading is a complex act for humans. As Emerald Dechant (1991) outlines, it is a visual
process that begins with one’s ability to use one’s vision to interpret graphic symbols.
Reading requires great visual acuity. To read, one must be able to visually distinguish each
letter, to identify each letter, have a visual memory for each letter, and recode those letters
so that one can re-create the letters, pronounce the letters, or associate sound with the
letters. But can one understand what the words mean? This is the essence of reading
comprehension; to comprehend what is read, readers must be able to cognitively process
the words by drawing meaning from their own experience and knowledge to understand
the author’s message. In essence, reading is a dialogue between the reader and the author,
and during this dialogue, the reader should generate questions to help anticipate meaning,
search for information, respond intellectually and emotionally, and infer ideas from and
explain further the content of the text.

Everyone Should Teach Reading
The saying “Every teacher is a teacher of reading” is well known but not always true. It is
usually regarded as the task of the English or language arts teacher to guide students
through the effective use of comprehension strategies as they read. Although students read
in almost every subject area they study, content-area teachers typically overlook the need
for guiding students through their textbook-based and trade book-based reading tasks.
Comprehension strategies best serve students when they are employed across the curricula
and in the context of their actual learning. It is only then that students can independently
use the strategy successfully when reading. Students typically read literature or fictional
stories for English or language arts, but they will spend the majority of their adulthood
reading informational texts, expository writing. The strategies that students learn to
comprehend literature are different from those they use for informational (nonfiction) text.
It is important to note that around fourth and fifth grade, educators see a drop in reading
achievement. At this time, students seem to lose interest in reading independently, spend
less time reading for pleasure, and struggle more to read the materials required of them at
school. It is for this reason that all teachers at all levels must actively pursue ways to
greatly enhance their students’ ability to understand reading material, and this can be
accomplished by working directly with reading comprehension strategies.

Social Studies Reading
The goal of literacy in social studies is to develop in students a curiosity about the people
and the world around them to promote effective citizenry in a culturally diverse world.
Studying relationships among people and between people and the environment should
help students make better sense of the people and cultures in the world in which they live.
To accomplish this, students must learn how to investigate and reflect on various social,

economic, cultural, religious, and geographical topics. Students usually look to their
textbooks, often the only books they have for social studies instruction, to find the answers
to their questions, but this confines them to a realm that is often too abstract to understand.
Harms and Yager (1981, as cited by Lapp, Flood, and Farnan 1996) point out that “surveys
of what goes on in science and social studies programs at the elementary and secondary
levels reveal that the textbook is most often a major, if not the only, component of
instruction” (31). Furthermore, teachers often use the textbook in a passive manner.
Students read the book, answer questions, listen to a lecture, take notes, and take a test on
the reading material. These students typically do not learn how to read the text effectively
or independently to further their interest in and learning about any given subject.
However, there is a tremendous jump in achievement when students are actively engaged
in activities that go beyond the textbook. By introducing a wide variety of social studiesbased reading related to their studies, students learn that not all social studies information
comes from one textbook. Many people are interested in social studies topics, and the
available reading material reflects this. Expanding learning beyond the textbook both
empowers students to become independent learners and exposes them to perspectives and
topics they might otherwise overlook.

Literacy Demands
The literacy needs for the 21st century are tremendous. Literacy was defined a century ago
as one’s ability to write one’s name. A literate person could write his or her name; an
illiterate person could not. In 1940, more than “half of the U.S. population had completed
no more than an eighth grade education,” which is an evolving statistic as education
continues to change and develop into the 21st century (National Center for Education
Statistics 2013).
Education as an institution is evolving to meet the demands of what it means to be
considered literate in the 21st century. With the advent of the Common Core State
Standards (National Governors Association Center for Best Practices, Council of Chief
State School Officers 2010), students are considered literate individuals when:
1. They demonstrate independence.
2. They build strong content knowledge.
3. They respond to the varying demands of audience, task, purpose, and discipline.
4. They comprehend as well as critique.
5. They value evidence.
6. They use technology and digital media strategically and capably.
7. They come to understand other perspectives and cultures.
This means a person should be able to effectively read, for example, the ballot during an
election. In doing so, this person demonstrates both reading independence and
comprehension, both of which hinge on the reader’s ability to understand the content and
purposefully respond to that particular reading experience (i.e., by evaluating the
information on the ballot to determine if the proposition or candidate is appropriate to vote

for, which inherently requires the reader to not only comprehend the text on the ballot but
also to use sound reasoning to determine how he or she should vote, according his or her
understanding of the text). The sidebar on the next page is an example of a reading
comprehension task that was required of the average San Diego, CA, citizen during the
2004 election.

Precautionary Statement
Election for November 2, 2004
Proposition K. Sale of a Portion of Mount Soledad Park—City of San Diego
(2/3 Vote Required). Shall the City be authorized to remove from dedicated park
status and sell to the highest bidder a portion of Mount Soledad Natural Park,
subject to a lease to the Mount Soledad Memorial Association to preserve and
maintain the existing granite walls and plaques, and to transfer ownership of the
cross to the new buyer who will determine whether to maintain, relocate, or remove
the cross or to replace it with another appropriate monument?
In order to understand the information presented, the reader must understand the terms
authorized and dedicated park status. A strong reader with keen comprehension skills
would ask him or herself a number of questions when reading the proposition: Does the
city have the authorization to sell a park? Does the proposition allow the city to sell parks
other than Mount Soledad? Why does the city want to sell the park? What will the city
gain from selling the park? Why should the city sell the park to allow another person to
decide what to do with the park’s granite walls, plaques, and cross? What is the history of
the park? Understanding the principles behind the measures on a ballot is not an easy task
because the complicated wording of the measures can mislead voters.
To understand the pros and cons of this proposition, readers must be able to understand the
issue from two different points of view, consider their own personal values and beliefs,
and decide how to vote, which is no easy task. This is one of the reasons why teachers
must incorporate the strategic teaching of reading comprehension strategies in the content
areas.
But the demands of literacy extend beyond the definition of 21st-century literacy. Given
the complex world in which we live, the need for literacy in today’s workforce is
unprecedented. The aforementioned qualities of a literate individual in the 21st century
also represent the qualities of students who are, according to the Common Core State
Standards, “college and career ready.”
Furthermore, students who meet the standards outlined in the Common Core State
Standards by the time they leave high school are “prepared to enter college and workforce
training programs” with success (National Governors Association Center for Best
Practices, Council of Chief State School Officers 2010). There is a clear movement toward
fostering the skills necessary for students to succeed in real-world contexts in order to

succeed and thrive as productive citizens and workers. This need to develop productive
members of the workforce is in line with alarming findings related to dropout rates and the
U.S. economy (Wolk 2011, 75):
An analysis by the Alliance for Excellent Education (2010) shows that the U.S.
economy would grow significantly if the number of high school dropouts were cut
in half. If just half of these students had graduated, research shows, they would
have generated more than $4.1 billion in additional earning every year, and states
and localities would have received additional taxes of more than $535 million. If
the nation continues to lose students at the present rate, about 13 million students
will drop out in the next 10 years at a financial loss of $3 trillion (Alliance for
Excellent Education, 2009).
The cost of high school dropouts to the economy is clear and an unfortunate statistic that
cannot be ignored in the midst of today’s economic state. But what can classroom teachers
do to remedy these findings? Why are students dropping out of high school at such an
alarming rate? Does the desire to drop out begin in high school or long before? Research
suggests that the reasons behind student dropout rates take root long before students make
the active choice to drop out. In fact, experts in the field claim that to make a lasting
difference in high school dropout rates, “[w]e must understand and focus on why students
choose to leave school. Dropping out is not an impulsive decision. The process begins
long before high school, often by the 4th or 5th grade. More often than not it is rooted in
the failure of students to learn to read—not just decode the English language, but to read
and understand what they read” (Wolk 2011, 77; italics added).
Teachers need to develop in students the desire to read, to actively read, to habitually read,
and to read with comprehension and purpose. Students are experiencing failure in reading
at an early age, which significantly impacts their motivation to read and develop the skills
necessary to be considered college and career ready. We must examine how to effectively
motivate students to read and instill the lifelong love for reading that goes hand-in-hand
with reading independence, comprehension, and deep learning. But to understand how to
instill this thirst for reading, teachers must first understand who their students are and how
21st-century learners have very different learning needs from previous generations during
a time when technology and digital learning played a small role in students’ lives both in
and out of the classroom.

Technology and 21st-Century Learning
It is no secret that technology is changing education like never before and consequently
the lives of young people growing up in the “Net Generation.” As such, what it means to
be literate in the context of advanced technology is not the same definition from even a
decade ago. In “Comprehending and Learning From Internet Sources: Processing Patterns
of Better and Poorer Learners,” Susan Goldman et al. (2012) note that technology is
“changing the face of literacy,” stating that people of all ages look to the Internet to
resolve a variety of problems that “arise in academic, personal, interpersonal, and
occupational contexts” (356–357). Students are looking to the Web for their schoolwork,
which makes the development of 21st-century skills crucial to students’ ability to
strategically navigate and “critically evaluate information sources for their relevance,

reliability, and consistency” as nearly anyone can post information—regardless of its
validity—to the Internet.
Having said that, it is no wonder that the strategic use and navigation of technology and
digital media is included in the Common Core State Standards definition of literacy in the
21st century. Students must learn to integrate and evaluate the information that they
encounter on a daily basis from diverse media, including both print and digital resources,
whether in school or at home. We have entered a new era in education, and this era is
deeply tied to the technological advances that now permeate our modern lives. Today,
children can use a cell phone to take a picture before they can speak. A typical three-yearold can turn on a computer and begin a game program without assistance from an adult.
Students in school can use the Internet and online libraries to access information from
remote locations. They can interview experts in faraway locations through email.
According to Susan Metros, Professor of Clinical Education at the University of Southern
California, college students today are “media-stimulated, but not necessarily medialiterate” (quoted in Wagner 2008, 183–184). But today’s college students are not the same
learners who are presently immersed in today’s elementary and secondary education
system. Bearing this in mind, the Common Core State Standards emphasize the
development of those skills in preparation for college and careers beyond the classroom.
The hope is that students become media-literate as they meet the standards outlined by the
Common Core and are able to navigate the complexities of the digital realm. Now, more
than ever, it is the content area teacher’s responsibility and duty to prepare students for the
reading demands of our technological age. In order to become effective and efficient
readers, students need to use reading comprehension strategies automatically and
independently. Students need teacher guidance to help them become independent readers
and learners so that they not only understand what they read but can also question it and
create beyond it.

Differentiation
As teachers, we know that students come into our classrooms at varying reading and
readiness levels to access the content at hand. As such, this resource provides suggestions
for differentiating the reading strategies for different groups of students so that they can
benefit from the reading strategy being implemented, whether those groups are English
language learners or below-, on-, or above-level students.

English Language Learners
The ability to access content and demonstrate mastery of particular skills and knowledge
hinges on each student’s ability to dissect and interact with texts, unquestionably marking
the act of reading as a crucial skill in any classroom. Additionally, the demographics of
students in our classrooms today is becoming increasingly more diverse, prompting
teachers to differentiate their instruction to allow for students of all backgrounds and
languages to develop the skills necessary to succeed. And with this growing diversity, it is
important to note that English language learners often struggle with more than just
accessing content but also with developing reading skills in the context of unfamiliar
cultural references, tales, and legends that native English speakers are naturally more

familiar with. Because the Common Core State Standards emphasize the shared
responsibility of teachers across content areas to help students learn to read and read
critically, providing English language learners with access to texts that will help develop
their overall reading ability is essential in any classroom. English language learners “will
benefit from actively seeking exposure to language and social interaction with others who
can provide meaningful input in the second language. Furthermore, they—and you, the
teacher—can enhance students’ English language skills by placing language learning in
meaningful and interesting contexts” (Dunlap and Weisman 2006, 11).
As teachers, our goal is to help students demonstrate mastery of content knowledge as
they climb the “‘staircase’ of increasing complexity” in their reading skills as outlined in
the Common Core State Standards (National Governors Association Center for Best
Practices, Council of Chief State School Officers 2010). As part of this goal, it is our
responsibility to provide students with “meaningful and interesting contexts” to learn
language and build their reading skills. When implementing the reading strategies in this
book, discuss with students, and English language learners in particular, the importance of
using a variety of reading strategies to understand the new information they glean from
their reading of informational texts so that the importance of reading and developing finetuned reading skills is effectively communicated and made known. The explicit instruction
of the reading strategies provides students with meaningful contexts for learning language,
so this discussion is of the utmost importance in establishing a reason for reading in the
content areas, not only for your English language learners, but for all of your students. In
doing so, teachers simultaneously aid in the development of students’ collaborative,
communicative, and group-based skills emphasized in the Common Core State Standards’
Speaking & Listening skills, subsequently helping all students to strategically
communicate and interact with those around them within the context of the English
language.

Motivating Students to Read
Without the proper guidance from teachers, students will continue to experience failure in
reading at an early age, which only serves to contribute to the detrimental high school
dropout statistic that currently plagues the nation. But to what extent can teachers be held
responsible for preparing students to navigate today’s world? To what degree are students
themselves held responsible? What can be done to reverse students’ negative reading
experiences? Research suggests that the answer is rooted in the ways teachers instill
motivation to read in their students. After all, today’s students are radically different
learners from those of us who Marc Prensky rightfully terms “digital immigrants” in
today’s digital age (quoted in Wolk 2011, 166).

Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation
To provide students with a motive to read is to provide them with relevant and real reasons
to read, instilling within them a desire or a need for reading. In order to motivate today’s
21st-century learners who are, according to John Seely, “growing up digital,” teachers

must explore new motivational strategies to adapt to the changing needs of today’s
students (quoted in Wagner 2008, 170).
There is no doubt that today’s world is drastically different from the world 100 years ago.
So, why is it often the case that educators implement motivational strategies that are
similarly outdated and no longer relevant to the students they seek to motivate? In Bob
Sullo’s Activating the Desire to Learn, he makes the argument that teachers’ instruction
should evolve to meet the motivational needs of their students instead of rigidly adhering
to ineffective strategies of the past (2007, 5):
Given that we’ve spent a century or so believing that external stimuli explain
human behavior, teacher training programs typically require educators to learn
how to systematically reward and punish students. Many educators thus see
themselves as responsible for shaping the behavior of students by extrinsically
rewarding them for compliance. Yet ironically, our system of rewarding students
for academic achievement devalues the very thing we say we want: learning. ‘If it
weren’t for the reward we are offering, what we are teaching you would not be
worth learning.’ In short, a system of education based on rewards and punishment
is fundamentally anti-educational.
In this sense, extrinsic motivation is a form of motivation external to students, a form in
which rewards and punishments are tangible and concrete. But as Sullo (2007) argues,
extrinsic motivation does not seek to instill the lasting desire or need to read. Intrinsic
motivation is the alternative to extrinsic motivation, and a form of motivation that has
long-term, lasting results.

Interests
Many motivational strategies exist to help generate student interest in particular reading
tasks, but one strategy in particular focuses on fostering the lifelong love for reading that
extends beyond the day-to-day reading tasks of classroom life. As aforementioned,
intrinsic motivation has long-term results, which makes intrinsically motivating students
the preferred method of motivation. To do this, teachers should become familiar with
students’ interests as early in the school year as possible with the goal of providing
students with reading materials throughout the year that are tailored to their interests.
Once these high-interest texts are made available, students are more likely to be selfmotivated to read because they want to discover more about the topics that interest them.
Although students are not necessarily delving into social studies informational texts at this
point, this self-motivated act of reading develops students’ desire to read that is so
important in accessing content from a wide range of texts and text types beyond their
interests. Reading texts of interest allows students to fine-tune their reading skills in the
context of reading experiences that are interesting, familiar, and comfortable for them, in
turn providing them with the confidence and practice needed to effectively navigate texts
that are more advanced, unfamiliar, or unexciting.
Unfortunately, many students do very little reading, and some do not read at all outside of
school It is for this reason that teachers, especially social studies teachers, must encourage
and provide many opportunities for students to read engaging materials. Some students
dislike reading the literature-based stories in language arts instruction, and they in turn

seem to dislike reading in general. That very same child may love reading books about
American Indians, Egypt, geography, and other nonfiction social studies topics, so it is
important to remember that reading skills can and should be developed when teaching
social studies.
Assessing students’ interests is easy to do and is an effective means of gathering important
data about your students. According to Rosalie Fink, “[r]eading interest inventories are
easy to administer and modify to fit each student’s age or developmental stage” (2006,
18). Distributing surveys is a quick and confidential way to ask questions of your students
that are geared toward discovering interests that may otherwise be overlooked. As we all
know, interests can take many shapes, so ask questions that are purposeful in determining
your students’ interests and helpful in locating texts about these interests, such as
categorical topics related to family, sports, friends, hobbies, books, movies, dream careers,
food, music, or any other subject. There are a variety of student-interest surveys available
online you can use to inspire your own survey, or you can create a survey of entirely your
own making.

Outside Reading
In addition to discovering students’ interests and providing texts based on your findings,
one of the easiest and most effective ways to improve comprehension in social studies is
to promote extensive reading outside of class. Students who frequently read a wide variety
of materials have better vocabularies and better reading comprehension skills. As Randall
Ryder and Michael Graves (2003) point out, wide reading fosters automaticity in students
because it exposes them to more words in different contexts, provides them with
knowledge on a variety of topics, and promotes lifelong reading habits.
A teacher’s attitude toward reading, especially pleasure reading outside of school, has a
tremendous effect on students in the classroom. Teachers who talk enthusiastically about
books they have read and who model reading as an enjoyable and fulfilling experience
foster a love for reading in their students. Teachers who can recommend books that are
particularly engaging and interesting can increase student motivation tremendously. Social
studies teachers should have an intimate knowledge of social studies-based reading
materials for a wide range of reading abilities so they can recommend books to any
student to read outside of class.

The Classroom Library
The first step is to set up a classroom library. Why is it important to have a classroom
library? According to Lesley Mandel Morrow (2003), president of the International
Reading Association (2003–04), research indicates that children in classrooms with book
collections read 50 percent more books than children in classrooms without such
collections.

High-Interest Texts
Teachers should work with the school librarian or media specialist and parent
organizations to build a sizeable collection of texts for their classrooms, which can be a

mixture of informational and fictional books from which students can choose to read
based on their interests. Bear in mind that this library may serve to generate the interest to
read a variety of texts on many different subjects, so providing students with a wide range
of texts from which to choose will be beneficial in fostering students’ desire and
motivation to read. In addition to simply providing students with informational and
fictional texts, be sure to provide texts that are at your students’ readiness levels and also
texts that may present more of a challenge. Especially with interest-based texts, students
can build their prior knowledge about a given topic at a less challenging reading level, in
turn preparing them to apply a variety of reading strategies to navigate more advanced
texts on the same topic. “Michael Pressley and his colleagues (2003)…found highmotivational and high-performing classrooms were, above all, filled with books at
different levels of text difficulty. Conversely, on their list of the characteristics of
classroom practices that undermine motivation and achievement is: ‘The teacher does not
give students opportunities to have power over their own learning. Students do not have
choice in their work’” (Calkins, Ehrenworth, and Lehman 2012, 50), which is
counterproductive to what we as teachers aim to achieve in the context of the Common
Core: fostering the reading skills students need to be “college and career ready.”
Furthermore, according to Fink, “the more a student reads in one content area, the ‘richer’
or better that student’s reading becomes in that content area” (2006, 79). This notion is in
line with Fink’s other findings regarding the language acquisition of English language
learners, which is applicable to all students’ language acquisition: “to encourage striving
readers…to read about their interests, teachers should create their own content area
libraries full of enticing materials at all readability levels” (81).
Often, students are unaware they have interest in a particular topic until they encounter it
for the first time, so providing a variety of interest-based texts can only serve to offer
students a wide variety of texts from which to read. Additionally, research suggests that
the most influential factor in motivating students to read is “ensuring the students [have]
easy access to high-interest texts,” so making these high-interest texts available to your
students is an important factor to consider when developing your classroom library
(Calkins, Ehrenworth, and Lehman 2012, 50).
To support learning in social studies, it is important to provide a variety of types of texts
on various social studies topics. To find these types of texts, go to used book stores, library
sales, and garage sales to gather inexpensive, quality materials. Locate scholarly articles
online, print them, and place them in thin folders to preserve their quality. Be sure to look
for social studies trade books. Invite students to locate and donate materials they find on
relevant social studies topics. Students should have a wide variety of materials about:
• geography (mountains of the world, life in Brazil, people in Africa, the Panama
Canal, life on the prairie, etc.)
• community history (local history, regional information, old newspapers from town,
coffee table books with local pictures, etc.)
• American history (the Oregon Trail, the Liberty Bell, the Star Spangled Banner, the
Pledge of Allegiance, the War of 1812, etc.)
• world history (early civilizations, Greek architecture, the Silk Road, explorers, etc.)

• biographies of important historical figures (George Washington, Frederick Douglass,
Harriet Tubman, Genghis Khan, etc.)
The reading materials should be housed in bookcases that provide easy access for students
to use as needed. Use tubs to hold magazines and articles on related social studies topics.
Most importantly, provide reading materials for a wide range of reading skills. Some
students read at a much lower level than others, so include many picture books in addition
to articles from newspapers and journals. Students will be better able to incorporate their
new learning through independent reading into their existing prior knowledge if the
materials are organized in terms of different social studies themes: community history,
American history, world history, geography, civics, and economics. Once the materials are
in place, be sure to create opportunities to incorporate them into social studies instruction.
Create inquiry-based research assignments in which students can use classroom library
materials to independently learn more about different topics. Also, encourage wide
reading by making free voluntary reading a regular classroom activity. If students are not
doing any reading outside of the school, school should provide some time for students to
read in class. It may be nearly impossible to imagine blocking out any time for silent
reading in today’s demanding classrooms, but as Stephen Krashen (2009) makes clear in
his “81 Generalizations about Free Voluntary Reading,” more reading leads to better
reading, faster reading, better writing, more writing, and better language acquisition for
English language learners. Additionally, Lucy Calkins, Mary Ehrenworth, and Christopher
Lehman support these findings in Pathways to the Common Core: Accelerating
Achievement where they identify that “the engine that motors readers’ development is the
time spent engaged reading and in talking and writing about that reading. It will be
important, therefore, for you to organize the school day so that students have long blocks
of time for reading” (2012, 50).

Tablets and Interactive Devices
If the technology is available to you, use iPads®, tablets, or other interactive devices for
your classroom library to further engage the “Net Generation” so that the reading
experience is more interactive and relevant to students’ lives. In Lisa Perez’s “Re-Imagine
Your Library with iPads®,” she makes a point that the use of iPads® in her classroom
library “was a powerful way to engage students in a variety of reading, writing, speaking,
and listening skills” that help students meet many of the Common Core State Standards in
ways that are fun and motivational for students (2013, 24). iPads®, tablets, and other
interactive devices also engage learners in a variety of purposeful activities that
paperbound books cannot offer, such as recording videos, recording voices while reading
aloud, and creating digital sketches or other representations to demonstrate their
understanding. The reading experience becomes more engaging as students collaborate
and share their learning, in turn helping them to meet the Speaking & Listening skills
targeted in the Common Core State Standards while also taking ownership of their reading
experience by actively engaging with the text in a digital format. The emphasis here is on
students’ engagement with active learning experiences, which serves to further motivate
and engage students: “The overwhelming majority of students today want learning to be
active, not passive,” so providing students with tablets or other interactive devices where
this type of work is possible is a great way to motivate students while also supplying them

with engaging, high-interest texts (Wagner 2008, 200).

The Reading Process
Social studies teachers can easily optimize the use of reading materials with students by
utilizing the three-part framework of the reading process to facilitate learning. Break
reading assignments into three comprehension-building steps: before reading, during
reading, and after reading. It is important to note that what teachers do during each stage
of the reading process is crucial to their students’ learning.

Before Reading
Prior to beginning a reading assignment, engage in a variety of activities in the hopes of
reducing uncertainty involved in the reading task. These activities require careful teacher
preparation and include generating interest in the topic, building and activating prior
knowledge, and setting the purpose for reading. The teacher should carefully read the text
ahead of time to determine how to best prepare students for the reading task, being
mindful to not over-scaffold the text prior to the actual reading task. Some degree of
uncertainty will allow for students to grapple with the text and draw their own
conclusions, which is an important skill highlighted in the Common Core State Standards.
Use this time to purposefully prepare students for the selected reading in order to allow
them to take ownership of their reading experience as opposed to making meaning for
them.
Social studies teachers who motivate students and create interest prior to assigning the
reading improve their students’ overall comprehension. Students who are more motivated
to read are more engaged and actively involved in the process of learning than those who
are not motivated to read. Motivated readers are also more likely to have better long-term
recall of what they read.
Social studies teachers can motivate students by assessing their prior knowledge and
stimulating their curiosity in the topic. Knowing students’ background knowledge on a
topic makes it easier to build on and activate that knowledge during reading. The mind
holds information in the form of frameworks called schemata, and as we learn new
information, we store it in a framework of what we already know. Teachers who build on
and activate students’ prior knowledge before reading prepare students to more efficiently
comprehend the material they will be reading.
Prior to reading, teachers should prepare students for close reading by setting a purpose
for the reading task. There are a number of different purposes a student can have for a
reading assignment: to understand a new mathematical concept, to learn the steps of a
mathematical process, to predict what will happen, to learn new vocabulary, to summarize
the information, and so on. Students need to know what their purpose is as they read
because it helps them focus their efforts. In doing so, teachers can guide students as they
create their own meaning from the text. Once this purpose is established, students are
better equipped to make logical inferences from their close reading.

Social studies teachers should also take the time to introduce key concepts and vocabulary
prior to reading This can be achieved by providing students with multigenre, multimodal
texts (e.g., a video, a newspaper article, a blog, or a journal) that allow for students to
integrate content presented in different formats. In doing so, they help students read the
selection more fluently with greater automaticity and with greater comprehension, all of
which lead to greater recall of the information.
Finally, teachers should establish in their students a metacognitive awareness for the task
of reading. Students should be prompted to be aware of what they are thinking and doing
as they are reading. Developing metacognitive awareness allows students to better
understand the strategies necessary for effective learning. It also enables students to take
control of their own learning and makes them more independent readers and learners,
which is emphasized in the Common Core State Standards’ College and Career Readiness
Anchor Standards for Reading. Within these Anchor Standards for Reading, students
should “read and comprehend literary and informational texts independently and
proficiently,” so creating opportunities for students to demonstrate independence as they
engage in before-reading activities is crucial to students’ academic success (National
Governors Association Center for Best Practices, Council of Chief State School Officers
2010).

Before-Reading Activities
Examples of before-reading activities are as follows:
• Have students scan visual aids such as diagrams of American explorers, photos of
Lewis and Clark, maps of their journey, etc.
• Have students preview text structure for titles such as Cooperation and Conflict and
subheadings such as The Fight for Control and Indian Conflicts.
• Encourage students to skim the reading to activate prior knowledge. What do you
already know about laws?
• Review unknown vocabulary with students, or have them preview any bolded words
in the margins or within the text. Let’s talk about the bolded words in the margin:
colonization, immigration, and incentives.
• Discuss, activate, assess, and build on students’ background knowledge about the
topic. What do you already know about Egypt?
• Brainstorm related ideas as a class. Have you ever moved far away to a new place?
• Aid students in generating questions that may be answered in the reading. Who was
Confucius?
• Have students predict what will happen. What effects would the bubonic plague have
on society today?
• Model for students how to anticipate the contents of the reading. What will this
section tell me about conquistadores?
• Hold purpose-setting conversations with students. What should we be able to do

when we have finished this section, and how does it apply to everyday life?

During Reading
During reading, students are actively reading text aloud or silently by engaging in a close
reading of the text. During this stage of the reading process, students are answering
questions (either self-generated or teacher-generated), monitoring their comprehension of
the text, clarifying the purpose of reading, visualizing the information, and integrating
their knowledge from various texts, concepts, and/or content areas.
Most often, students are engaged in answering questions while they read. Proficient
readers self-question as they read to make sure they understand the reading material. In
addition, students search for the answers to questions they may have generated prior to
reading. As students process the text, they begin to infer what the author intended and
begin to summarize and analyze the specific details in the information provided. They also
look for textual evidence for the questions they must answer.
Students are involved in monitoring and regulating their reading abilities while they are
actively reading. If a section of the text is confusing, students need to know that they can
reread the section, use fix-up strategies to help them understand what they are puzzled by,
or adjust the speed of reading to suit their purposes and to fit the difficulty of the text.
Thus, students must monitor their own reading strategies and make modifications as
needed to successfully access the content being presented.
In addition to monitoring their reading abilities, students are also determining or clarifying
the meaning of unknown words as they actively read. If they do not know what a word
means, they use the context clues or word parts to decode the meaning of the word. As
students attend to vocabulary needs, they also observe the text structure and features as
they read, which helps them organize the new information while they read.
During reading, social studies teachers can refocus students’ attention on the objectives of
the reading task established during the before-reading activities. Students may adjust their
purposes for reading based on the information they are reading and on their prior
knowledge.
Proficient readers actively work to create mental images that represent the concepts in the
reading material. Social studies teachers should engage students in creating mental images
to help them comprehend the material as they are reading. This promotes greater recall of
the information and engages students in the reading process.
While students are reading, they are in the process of integrating the new information they
are learning to their existing schemata. Therefore, social studies teachers should be
actively involved in helping students make connections between what they already know
and what they are learning. This prepares them for the synthesis of the information.
Teachers can be instrumental in helping students relate to the material.

During-Reading Activities
Examples of during-reading activities are as follows:

• Remind students to reread to clarify confusion. The differences between a bill and a
law are confusing, so let’s reread this part.
• Have students use word analysis skills to determine the meaning of unknown words.
What is dispersion? Which parts of the word do you recognize?
• Encourage students to monitor and regulate their reading. Are you ready to identify
the various regions of the state?
• Model for students how to self-question to monitor their understanding. What is
courage?
• Aid students in seeking answers to questions. Where should we look for the answer to
your question about courage—in the section called “Understanding Courage” or
another place in the text?
• Observe text structure as a class. What do the subtitles “Desiderius Erasmus,”
“Martin Luther,” and “John Calvin” tell us about this chapter?
• Support students in making predictions. What might our city have looked like 100
years ago? Where in the text suggests that?
• Encourage students to make connections between ideas, new information, and prior
knowledge. How have you deepened your understanding of factory life and working
conditions?
• Build on students’ prior knowledge. I already know that my grandmother went to
school in a one-room schoolhouse.
• Stimulate a class discussion. Why in the 1800s couldn’t everyone agree that slavery
was wrong?
• Have students focus on an objective. Explain the significance of the first and second
Continental Congress.
• Model for students how to infer the author’s intentions. What does the author want us
to understand about Gabrielino’s view of the Earth?
• Generalize about specific details with students. The three branches of government
have roles that complement one another.
• Visualize content as a class. Let’s stop and picture what the scene at the Boston Tea
Party may have looked like. What do you “see” in your mind?
• Encourage students to adjust the purpose for reading. This section explains the lawmaking process, so let’s focus on the sequence of steps.

After Reading
Students expand their understanding of the material after closely reading the text. During
the final stage of the reading process, students build connections among the bits of
information about which they have read, enabling them to deepen their understanding and
reflect on what they have learned.

After reading, students need the teacher to guide them through follow-up experiences so
they can reflect on what they have read. During reflection, students can contemplate the
new information, clarify new ideas, refine their thinking, and connect what they have
learned to other ideas and social studies concepts to synthesize and evaluate the new
information. Teachers should spend time revisiting the text with students to demonstrate
that the reading experience is not a single, isolated event but instead an ongoing process
that requires readers to make inferences from what the text says explicitly, allowing them
to modify their understanding, make connections between different ideas and concepts,
and draw their own conclusions based on evidence in the text. Also, students must
demonstrate independence in identifying the main idea and distinguish the most important
ideas from less important ideas. This enables them to prioritize and summarize what they
have read with supporting details they cite from the text.
After reading, teachers generally assess what students have learned. Students answer
questions about what they have learned (both student- and teacher-generated), and
teachers generally use their answers to determine whether students can move on or need
additional instruction. Teachers can take advantage of additional activities for after reading
to deepen students’ comprehension of the text.
After students read, they are able to engage in higher-level thinking tasks. Students can
use critical thinking to evaluate the quality or validity of the material, or they can
synthesize what they have learned by integrating their new knowledge with their prior
knowledge. They can also analyze what they have read by closely examining the text
characteristics specific to the genre.

After-Reading Activities
Examples of after-reading activities are as follows:
• Have students reread to review information and locate specific information. What
were George Washington Carver’s inventions?
• Have students confirm predictions. You were right that Thomas Edison had severe
hearing loss.
• Discuss what was understood as a class and share information. There are many ways
to be a good citizen. I can follow rules. I can be honest and brave. I can be
responsible.
• Encourage students to clarify meaning. Who can explain the difference between direct
democracy and representative democracy?
• Have students summarize what was read. Who can summarize the relationship
between consumers and producers?
• Invite students to synthesize new information. Now I understand why my
grandparents, who lived through the Depression, want to save money.
• Model for students how to analyze different elements of the text. How can this map
of the Roman Empire help us understand its expansion?
• Remind students to evaluate the quality or accuracy of the text. How well does the

author support his or her opinion about the presidential candidate?
• Have students generate new questions. Will we still drive cars 50 years from now?
• Assess what students learned. Describe the early civilization of India.

Explicit Instruction of Reading
Comprehension Strategies
If social studies teachers were asked how they improve their students’ reading skills, the
majority would most likely struggle to answer the question. Good teachers use many
strategies to enhance students’ reading comprehension, and it is helpful to identify which
strategies they use in order to explain why the technique successfully improves their
students’ skills. Even more important is the explicit instruction of the individual strategies,
including modeling, guided practice, and independent practice. These steps ensure that
students learn to independently and consistently use a wide variety of reading
comprehension strategies for a broad range of reading experiences.
Teaching students the strategies to improve their comprehension is nothing new to
educators. Research (Duke and Pearson 2002) (Block 1999; Dole, Brown, and Trathen
1996; Durkin 1978/1979; Pressley and Afflerbach 1995, as cited by Kragler, Walker, and
Martin 2005) has demonstrated that students greatly benefit from the direct instruction of
reading comprehension strategies when reading a text. Simply put, strategy instruction is
an effective means of assisting students in comprehension and improving understanding.
The Report of the National Reading Panel (2000), commissioned by the U.S. Congress to
evaluate research in the area of reading, identified a number of effective comprehension
strategies. Michael Pressley (2000) echoes these findings. These strategies include
vocabulary development, prediction skills (including inference), the building of prior
knowledge, think-alouds, visual representations, summarization, and questioning. This
book provides a detailed explanation of each strategy and describes a number of activities
that social studies teachers can incorporate into their lessons.
Students also need to develop their metacognitive skills when reading and learning in
social studies. Scholars agree that metacognition plays a significant role in reading
comprehension (e.g., Baker and Brown 1984; Garner 1987; Gourgey 1998; Hacker 1998;
Mastropieri and Scruggs 1997; Mayer 1998; Paris, Wasik, and Turner 1991; Schraw 1998,
as cited by Baker 2002). Research shows that teachers should foster metacognition and
comprehension monitoring during comprehension instruction because in doing so,
students will be able to monitor and self-regulate their ability to read. “Developing
engaged readers involves helping students to become both strategic and aware of the
strategies they use to read” (McCarthy, Hoffman, and Galda 1999, as cited by Baker
2002).
It is important to note that educators should never take a “one-size-fits-all” approach when
teaching reading comprehension. Some strategies work for some students and other
strategies work for other students, just as some strategies work best with certain types of

reading material and other strategies work best with other types of reading material. The
most important thing to remember when trying to improve reading comprehension in
students is that the skill level, group dynamic, and make-up of students should determine
the approach to take.

The Steps Involved in Explicit Instruction of Reading
Comprehension Strategies
According to Nell Duke and P. David Pearson (2002), research supports that a
balanced approach to teaching reading comprehension is more than teaching students
specific reading strategies and providing opportunities to read. Teachers should begin
with direct explanation and instruction of how to use the strategy so that after a series
of steps, students will be able to use the strategy independently, which is emphasized
in the Common Core State Standards’ Anchor Standards for Reading, as
aforementioned. Following are the five steps for explicit instruction of
comprehension strategies:
1. Provide an exact description of the strategy and explain when and how it
should be used. Teachers need to explain what the strategy is called, why
students should use it, what it helps them understand, and how often students
should use it.
2. Provide modeling of the strategy. Teachers should model how to use the
strategy when students are in the process of reading. Students can also model
the strategy while the teacher reinforces an explanation of how the strategy is
being used.
3. Provide opportunities for collaborative use of the strategy in action.
Teachers and students should work together and share their use of the strategy
while they are reading.
4. Lead guided-practice sessions using the strategy, and allow for a gradual
release of responsibility from teacher to student. At this stage, teachers can
remind students of how to use the strategy and of the steps involved, but
teachers should allow students to work on the technique independently.
5. Encourage students’ independent use of the strategy. In the final stage,
teachers might gently remind students of the name of the strategy, but students
should be using the technique automatically and independently.
Duke and Pearson (2002) emphasize the importance of remembering that students
need to be able to use more than one comprehension strategy to understand a reading
selection. Throughout the five phases, other strategies should be referenced and
modeled for students. When working with reading materials in social studies,
teachers should use the very same techniques to introduce a new learning strategy to
students as they would during language arts time or in an English class. Students
master the use of reading comprehension strategies when instruction follows the five
steps listed above. When covering social studies topics, teachers must take the time
to allow students to master the strategy so that they can become independent readers.

What Great Teachers Do
Many social studies teachers use a variety of strategies that go beyond simply answering
the questions at the end of the chapter. Research shows, however, that there is a big
difference between teaching reading comprehension strategies well and teaching them in a
dynamic, ingenious way that motivates and excites students about reading and learning.
Through research, observations, and conversations with teachers who have been
successful with the direct instruction of reading comprehension strategies, Ellin Oliver
Keene (2002) has identified five traits specific to outstanding and consistently effective
teachers. What makes these teachers effective?
1. They take the time to understand each strategy in their own reading. Reading
about the techniques and activities is not enough. Great teachers of reading
comprehension strategies take the time to figure out how to use and understand
every strategy with the texts they are reading. In doing so, they increase their own
metacognitive skills and can better articulate their own thinking during reading.
2. They incorporate reading comprehension strategy instruction into predictable
daily, weekly, and monthly activities. Effective teachers of reading comprehension
strategies set goals for strategy learning and create a predictable schedule to ensure
that those goals are met. These teachers also set aside time to work more intensively
with small groups as needed. They also set aside time for students to reflect on their
progress toward the goals they set.
3. They ask students to apply each comprehension strategy to a wide variety of
texts and text levels in different contexts. Great teachers use beautifully written
texts with challenging and profound themes that can be read in their entirety in a
mini-lesson. For example, they ask students to summarize the informational text and
a short story, to use sensory images in poetry and expository essays, and to use
background knowledge to understand a biography and the letters to the editor. In
order to comprehend actively and assertively, students must read from texts with
appropriately challenging words and concepts.
4. They vary the size of groupings for strategy instruction. Changing the group size
and configuration helps teachers focus on different goals during comprehension
strategy instruction.
Large groups are best for:
• introducing a new strategy
• modeling think-alouds to show students how good readers use the strategy
• practicing think-alouds with new genres and allowing students to share their
experiences using the strategy

Small groups are best for:
• providing more intensive instruction for students who need it
• introducing above-level students to the strategy so that they can apply it
independently to more challenging texts and to new genres
• introducing new activities that enable students to share their thinking (new
maps, charts, thinking notebooks, sketches, logs, etc.)
• allowing students to discuss books and comprehension strategies without
teacher involvement

Conferences are best for:
• checking students’ understanding of how to apply the strategy they are studying
to their own books
• providing intensive strategy instruction to a text that may be particularly
challenging to students
• coaching students in how they might reveal their thinking to others
• pushing students to use a strategy to think more deeply than they might have
imagined possible
5. They gradually release the responsibility for the application of a
comprehension strategy to students. Great teachers follow the steps involved in
the explicit instruction of reading comprehension strategies (Duke and Pearson
2002): over several weeks, teachers provide thorough explanations of the strategy,
model how to use it, allow for group work with the strategy, transition to more
independent use, and then release the responsibility to students.

What Do Good Readers Do When They
Read?
Duke and Pearson (2002) have established that good readers:
• read actively
• set goals for their reading tasks and constantly evaluate whether the text and
their reading of it is meeting their goals
• preview the text prior to reading, noting the text organization and structure to
locate the sections most relevant to their reading goals
• make predictions about what is to come in the text
• read selectively, continually making decisions about their reading process: what
to read carefully, what to read quickly, what to skim, what not to read, and what
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